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These are challenging times for our industry, as raw 
material prices, production costs and shipment prices 
continue to increase, with no sign of slowing. Finding 
and retaining good, skilled operators is becoming 
progressively more difficult too, due to retirement and 
a lack of fresh talent entering the industry, while long 
onboarding and training processes create resource 
issues in the workforce. And with global energy prices 
rising at an exponential rate, the cost of simply running 
your machinery is at an all-time high. 

All this combined means automated platemaking 
is not only beneficial – but that not taking action to 
automate and reduce waste across your workflows is 
a huge risk to your margins. 

Let’s take a look at ways you can eradicate waste and 
optimize operational processes with Esko tools and 
solutions.

� Continue reading
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7 ways to reduce your  
flexo platemaking and 
printing consumable costs

1. Use less energy
Rising energy costs are putting a strain on all 
kinds of businesses, with our industry being no 
exception. Wasting energy is infuriating to say the 
least. And yet, right now you’re probably wasting 
around 30% of your total energy spend during 
machine idle time – simply by using conventional 
bank exposure. 

So how can you reduce this energy waste? We’re 
glad you asked. With the XPS Crystal, you reduce 
your overall energy use with consistent UV light 
emission from synchronized main and back UV 
LED exposure. 

• Reduce overall energy usage and 
eliminate energy waste

• Achieve predictable and consistent exposure
• Perfect relief form best-in-class plates
• Improve plate quality and consistency

Save more than $5,000 for every 
10,000m² of plate produced 1 

“Relief variation of ±0.01mm  
over the total plate surface -  
with a 17-year-old washer!  
We’ve never had better plates!”
INDEVCO, Lebanon 

(1) +2kWh standby power consumption on bank exposure, 
compared to almost none on XPS

2. Complete fewer remakes
No business wants to spend money on producing 
the same product or material twice, and there’s no 
doubt that regularly remaking plates due to poor UV 
exposure is a very costly business. Thankfully, it can 
be avoided. How? By enhancing plate consistency 
with the XPS Crystal. 

With unique front and back LED UV exposure, every 
element of the plate receives an identical amount 
of UV energy, ensuring highly consistent digital 
flexo plates for every digital flexo plate type and 
drastically reducing the need for plate remakes. 

• Reduce plate rejects
• Eliminate non-conformities
• Significantly reduce plate waste

Save more than $15,000  
each year 2

Save 10,000m2 plate material

(2) 2% waste reduction @ $75/m²
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3. Reduce plate waste
By manually merging your images, you’re likely 
causing of plate waste – but doesn’t have to be 
the case. 

Automate file merging for flexo platemaking with 
Flexo Engine, to enhance accuracy and reduce 
plate waste by searching through large quantities 
of files to fill the plate optimally.

Reduce plate waste  
by 5% 3 

(3) Use our Flexo Engine Calculator for exact savings

4. Cut solvent use
Like your other consumables, solvent is getting 
pricier. And when you unnecessarily process 
entire plates due to gaps, you waste up to 20% 
of this resource. You may have accepted this as 
unavoidable – but that’s no longer the case. 

With the Flexo Engine Solvent Saver feature, you 
can easily image or fill up unused parts of the 
plate, so that you no longer have to process these 
areas with solvent. This simple action dramatically 
reduces your solvent consumption and, if you’re 
distilling your own solvent, your energy costs too. 

• Reduce solvent consumption
• Cut energy consumption for 

 solvent distillation purposes 
• Less cleaning of processing 

equipment required

Save $30,000 4 

Use 10% less solvent
Use 10% less energy

(4) Based on 10,000m2 plates p.a. with average 20% plate 
waste, 10l solvent per m2 at around $1.50 per liter. 

permission to use 
this quote needed

“Reduced solvent consumption is a direct cost saving, 
but also helps to reduce monomer in the plate pro-
cessor, which increases plate quality and reduces 
processor maintenance.”
Nick Mitchell, Contact Originators, UK 
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5. Reduce ink and
substrate waste

During makeready, you’re likely producing many 
unsellable copies, wasting ink and substrate. On 
smaller jobs, you may even waste more copies 
than the total order. But can you really afford to 
waste so much material? We doubt it. And you no 
longer have to.

Instead, you’ll reduce press makeready with Print 
Control Wizard, while decreasing time spent color 
matching on press, due to enhanced plate consis-
tency and screening technology. With Esko Print 
Control Wizard generating your screens, dot gain 
curves, and color profiles, you can make perfect 
plates with the XPS Crystal while also reducing your 
usage of plate material, ink, substrate and tape.

• Cut down makeready time and time 
spent color matching on press

• Reduce fingerprints – down from three runs 
to just one, saving time and materials

• Increase press speeds and 
enhance productivity

Save up to $82k  
per annum 5

“The job came up to color and matched the hard-
copy proof first pull and ran 1.3 million m with one 
set of plates. After 850,000m, the job was lifted 
as the bag conversion line could not keep up! All of 
the above led to significant increase in productivity 
with less press ink, solvent & substrate waste.”
Dean Scales, Prepress Manager, Brandpack, Australia

our image proposal

 Quote tbc

(5) $750/h press downtime, av. 0.5h reduced makeready per 
shift/per day over 220 working days
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6. Avoid duplicating plates
Isn’t it frustrating when your print quality starts 
to drop, and your plates need replacing halfway 
through a run? It simply shouldn’t happen. So, 
let’s fix that. 

Avoid creating duplicates with XPS Crystal. The 
LED technology enhances plate quality and dura-
bility – so that you can rely on one set of plates for 
the entire print run. 

• Achieve higher quality, longer-lasting plates 
• Eliminate the need for duplicate sets 

of plates, saving on materials
• Gain consistent quality for fast, efficient 

printing and customer satisfaction

(6) $250/m². Average job is 4m². 25 jobs per annum = $25,000

7. Save on ink usage
Detecting color variations and incorrect ink density 
before waste occurs is a difficult task, meaning 
you’re probably wasting plenty of ink every day. 

But with Crystal Screening from Esko Print Control 
Wizard powering your XPS Crystal, you improve ink 
transfer for more impactful print. You reduce anilox 
volumes while printing the same color density, 
enabling savings of up to 20% in ink consumption, 
while Crystal White Screens deliver single match 
print, matching opacity of double conventional 
white with no mottle or pinholes. 

• Improve ink transfer, with better solids 
resulting in higher ink density and opacity

• Reduce anilox volumes, saving up to 20% 
on ink usage (based on mix of colors)

• Use less plates and print decks and 
reduce white ink consumption

Save up to $80,000 p.a. 7  

Reduce ink consumption  
by 20% 

(7) Based on $400,000 average ink spend p.a. per press)

$25,000 each year 6

“We’re talking about achieving the 
exact same results around and 
across the plate, for literally weeks, 
months, and years.”
David Smith, Manufacturing 
Manager, Cyber Graphics, USA

“The XPS Crystal delivers higher quality plates with 
significant ink density increase, better highlights, and 
small dots are more stable on press. The XPS Crystal 
technology allows us to supply consistent plates for 
high quality printers.”
Grafis, Lebanon
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To learn more about the Esko suite of integrated software 
and hardware solutions, and how they can help your busi-
ness reduce consumable costs in flexo platemaking and 
printing, visit www.esko.com or click on the links below 
to discover more:

Reduce your flexo platemaking and 
printing consumables costs with 
Esko Flexo solutions

CDI Crystal
www.esko.com/en/products/
digital-flexo-platemaking/cdi-crystal 

XPS Crystal
www.esko.com/en/products/
digital-flexo-platemaking/xps-crystal 

CDI Crystal XPS
www.esko.com/en/products/
digital-flexo-platemaking/cdi-crystal-xps 

Flexo Engine
www.esko.com/en/products/
digital-flexo-platemaking/flexo-engine 

Print Control Wizard
www.esko.com/en/products/
digital-flexo-platemaking/print-control-wizard 

our image proposal
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